The New South Wales Rural Fire Service (RFS) is predicting a possible early start to the season in New South Wales as parts of the state continue to experience a prolonged dry spell.

“We’ve seen some of the worst fires in recent years on a neutral El Nino,” Commissioner of the New South Wales Rural Fire Service said.

“Whether it is the January res of 2013 or the October res of 2013, where we saw some extraordinary re behaviour and some very damaging and destructive res,” he said.

The statutory bushfire danger period usually spans October 1 to March 31, but the RFS will consider bringing it forward for some areas of the state if conditions worsen.

Source: ABC News

PROTECT YOUR HOME
FIRECRUNCH FIRE RESISTANT BUILDING BOARD
FIRE SAFE RENOVATIONS CLADDING (BAL FZ) FOR EXISTING INTERIORS AND EXTERIORS

FireCrunch is CSIRO NATA Labs fire tested building board which can be used for either interior and exterior walls, flooring or decking applications in residential and commercial properties.

Our flooring and decking board is resistant to not only fire, but also water, sound, impact, termites, mould and bacteria, FireCrunch is the leading choice as a multi-purpose, all in one building board solution that is also very environmentally friendly.

LEARN MORE
FireCrunch has been Fire Tested by Australia's Highest Testing Authority the CSIRO AS1530.4-2005 FRL to 90/90/90 single 10mm and above, Load bearing 55Kn

Acoustic Tested
Certified to Rw 62 1x 10mm sheet in system configuration

Labour, Materials and Transport Reduction 2/3
1 x 10mm sheet replaces up to 3 Fire rated Fyrchek 13mm and 16mm plasterboards and provides up to 70% reduction in labour and materials and one third transport, crane up and assembly.

Increases overall ROI in rental / lease areas

Fire Wall Penetration
Certification test by CSIRO 1 layer 10mm FCA, CSIRO tested with approved re collars, electrical/. Plumbing. (eliminates heavy and expensive Hebel-type products)

NON asbestos content NATA certication AS/ 4964
Acoustic certication AS/717

FireCrunch is completely free of toxins, including formaldehyde, silica, no asbestos, heavy metals, and organic solvents.

LOW CARBON FOOTPRINT
5% COMPARED TO PLASTERBOARD 95%
Saves millions of oxygen producing trees from destruction for paper lined plasterboard, planet responsible product. (NEW SCIENTIST USA) on MgO magnesia products.

FIRECRUNCH TONGUE & GROOVE BOARD(T&G)
STRUCTURAL FLOORING & DECKING BOARD 30% MORE COST EFFECTIVE

FireCrunch T&G flooring board is suitable for both interior and exterior flooring and decking applications. It allows for a durable and lighter weight building board that is quick and easy to install.

CAN YOU USE FIRECRUNCH FOR INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CLADDING, FACADES EXTERIORS PLUS FLOORING AND DECKING etc?
Yes, plus has huge labour saving as replacement for brittle hard to fix and cut Blue board, Villa board and similar CFC

DO YOU NEED SPECIAL TOOLS TO CUT AND FIX?
No, use timber tools for cutting shaping and fast power gun screw x, no pre drilling like CFC.

CAN YOU USE REGULARLY AVAILABLE STANDARD PLASTER SET AND PAINTS, renders etc?
Yes, see recommended product web site from here.